The Picardi Lab in the Department of Fish & Wildlife Sciences at the University of Idaho is recruiting a PhD student to research the determinants of bighorn sheep movement decisions in the Hells Canyon metapopulation. This work will be conducted in partnership with the Idaho Department of Fish & Game and the Oregon and Washington Departments of Fish & Wildlife.

The successful candidate will analyze a long-term dataset comprised of VHF, GPS, and demographic data collected by our agency partners with the ultimate goal of developing a predictive model of bighorn sheep movements. The anticipated duration of the project is 4 years.

**Location:** Moscow, ID  
**Start date:** January 8<sup>th</sup>, 2024  
**Compensation:** $27-32K/year

**Details at:** [https://tinyurl.com/HCBS2024](https://tinyurl.com/HCBS2024)  
**Apply by October 15<sup>th</sup>, 2023**
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